ORDER OF THE DAY
17 January 2000

1000 – 1300 hours

Item 1: Opening of the Session

Item 2: Adoption of the Agenda

Item 3: Report of the Chairman

Item 4: Report of the Secretary

Item 5: Reports of the Divisions

WP.2 Report of the Africa South Division
WP.5 Une Nouvelle Commission de toponymie pour l’Institut Géographique National (French-Speaking Division)

1300 – 1500 hours

LUNCH BREAK

1500 – 1800 hours

Item 5: Reports of the Divisions (continued January 18)

WP.10 Asia South-East and Pacific, South-West Division Report
WP.11 Report of the 15th Session of the East Central; and Southeast Europe Division of the UNGEGN
WP.12 Report of the Slovenia for the 15th Session of the East Central and South East Europe Division of the UNGEGN
WP.13 Report of the United Kingdom Division
WP.16 The work report by China language/geography division (China Division)
WP.17 Country Report/Jordan (Arabic Division)
WP.19 A Survey of Nubian Place-Names (Arabic Division)
WP.25 Report of the Baltic Division

1800 hours

END OF SESSION